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Listen, dear brothers,
I want to complain of a cruel murder;
Hear about the sorrow
That befell me on Good Friday.
Translated from the Old Polish by Michael J. Mikos?.(1)
Beowulf refers so often to grief and loss, to their reconstruction in poems and the ways in which
these are received by audiences, that I feel the loss of this knowledge again every time I read it.
(2)

[Friedrich A.] Schlegel tells us that the ?completed, absolute Philology would cease to be
philology?: it would ?annihilate itself?.(3)
The two books presented here depict a yearning for reconciliation evident in Western culture. The first in its
discussion of death and lamentation, the second in that of the irrecoverable loss of authenticity in our literary
heritage. They both describe dynamic processes of retrieval, in ways that connect to collective memory.
They seek to connect the specific with the universal, the personal with the archetypal; in the process of that
they blend a wealth of significant texts and rituals (the prescribed patterns of philology can also be said to be
rituals) into a pan-European cultural landscape. These two books are exemplary works of comparative
scholarship and due to the amount of expertise required for their composition could have only been achieved
as collected volumes. Their editorship and high production values in both cases have been vital in ensuring
the highly scholarly and engaging result and their carefully chosen topics are complementary attempts to
show how the literary past is both constructed and interpreted by scholarship. The fact that one is concerned
with a primary and the other with a secondary treatment of their chosen material makes them particularly
interesting as contrasting paradigms of scholarly practice.
Laments for the Lost in Medieval Literature is an excellent addition to the Medieval Texts and Cultures of
Northern Europe series, which already boasts many titles that increase our understanding of medieval culture
in the region.(4) A great asset to the volume is the handsome rendition of foreign (or old) language passages
throughout the essays, something that greatly enhances the reader?s involvement in the subject by offering a
flavour of the original literatures. It is regrettable that many other publishers have abandoned such practice.
The 13 essays presented in Laments for the Lost are given space to breathe and speak for themselves without
an introduction but instead with an opening contextualizing essay (5) (which introduces the terms ?lament?
and ?elegy? and explores their use in the history of literature), and a kind of a postlude, in itself another
essay on the unbearable ?nakedness of grief?.(6)

The essays are stand-alone masterpieces that not only enrich scholarship in their respective areas but also our
perception of medieval Europe as a whole. They can be read independently by students and researchers
needing information on a particular topic, however, consulting them comparatively would be of much
greater benefit to the careful reader, who can construct (or re-construct) in the mind?s eye their own panEuropean polyphonies of medieval lament. For example, one of the essays argues that ?the language of
lament is the language of the Psalms? and that the Old English elegies were structured on ?the syntax and
structure of the lament psalms?, the habitual language of sorrow for the medieval people.(7) Another essay
suggests that Old English elegies attempted to capture ?the absent beloved as a text?, connecting to the
already dormant tendency in the classical literatures ?to preserve memory of the physical by means of text?
through the Christian idea of ?the Word made flesh?.(8) Such counterpoints can be found in several other
essays in this volume, especially those concerned with Marian grief.(9)
In any case, ?reconstruction? leads us to the next book. A distinguished scholar of comparative literature,
Sean Alexander Gurd is ideally placed to be the editor of this volume, one that deals with all the questions,
rewards and uncertainties of philological practice. His monograph Iphigenias at Aulis: Textual Multiplicity,
Radical Philology (10), proved radical enough to divide the philological world. Balancing between
modernism and post-modernism (11), it has separated classicists into traditionalists and innovators.(12)
Gurd responded with another superbly audacious effort, having gathered around him the team who produced
the book under review. With its reviews of textual criticism, interpretative authority and philological
traditions and movements, Philology and Its Histories is both arresting and heavyweight, and it delivers the
substantial promises for a thorough and rigorous consideration of its topic that Gurd?s excellent introduction
makes (pp. 1?19). The eight authors who participated in this volume have written passionate, innovative and
challenging essays, which indeed deserve ?to be read slowly and with celebration? (p. vii). Gurd daringly
takes on the Italian philological monument of the 1980s by the neo-Lachmannian Sebastiano Timpanaro
(1923?2000), La genesi del metodo del Lachmann (13), something that the high calibre of his team can
justify. By Lachmann?s method philologists refer to the stemmatic approach to texts, named after Karl
Lachmann (1793?1851) but refined by Paul Maas (1880?1964). The method has had opposition in the past,
most notably by the great Italian philologist Giorgio Pasquali (1885?1952) (14), who objected to its
mechanic nature. This book explores further objections, and the boundaries and complexities of Nuova
Filologia from its beginnings with Pasquali to its various international and interdisciplinary modifications.
Ironically, as Erasmus may not have used the Erasmian pronounciation, Lachmann ?did not strictly use this
method in his editions of medieval vernacular texts?.(15) Of course, the questions of philology and its
traditions also bring up questions on the nature of discipleship. The third essay of Philology and Its Histories
illustrates this aspect aptly by alluding to a comment of philologist, teacher and poet Angelo Poliziano
(1454?94), who was impressed (or unimpressed!) by the fact that the students of Pythagoras had to be silent (
akousmatikoi) for their first five years learning with him before they were allowed to express themselves
verbally when they were regarded learned enough to do so (mathematikoi).(16) The questions that surround
the idea of an intellectual canon, the nature of knowledge and the legitimacy and indeed the freedom of
academic expression are as pertinent in our day. Finally, the compact but powerful bibliographical section at
the end is an additional strength to the book and will be of much interest to scholars, especially graduates
looking for new ways of conducting their future scholarship. As with Laments for the Lost, the typography
in this book is extremely skilled.
Although so far I have concentrated my thoughts on the intensity of the scholarship these two books have to
offer, their legacy is greater than their sheer intellectual prowess. These books are more than just pretty
jewels that adorn the crown of world scholarship. While all these scholars in their own fields are already
engaging in intricate debate concerning their specialisms, in these volumes they bring the debate to the
younger scholars who are the future of the disciplines they serve. In both books not only important research
questions are discussed but through them are implied crucial professional questions, indeed questions of
professional honesty and transparency. This reviewer would heartily recommend these books to students and
junior faculty for this very reason: often in our practice we find that students are unsure about the different
schools of scholarship in existence in the different university traditions, departments, disciplines and sub-

disciplines and they can end up pursuing certain brands of scholarship not because of personal or scholarly
inclination, a mild or more fervent temperament, or an obvious strength in an academic area but simply
because they followed the easiest course of action through being misinformed. The socio-economic factors
influencing decisions and the increasing pressure on universities to recruit and retain students means that the
pure scholarly interest of prospective students, and especially PhDs, can become secondary to other
concerns. In a fairly muted professional culture surrounding these issues, it is to the honour of Norwegian
scholars that they write about these problems openly.(17)
Scholarship should not be about joining different camps, prescribing to dogmas and accepting given
wisdom. It should not be about ?the academic caste? or about making learning into a commodity.(18)
Originality of thought and the advancement of the Humanities are not served by these. But in the imperfect
world in which we live, if one has to make such compromises and choose certain courses of action at a cost,
it would be good to do so from a position of knowledge. How will this be obtained if not through debate
about the nature of our disciplines? We cannot have new wine in old skins, or in our case new content in old
form. The vehicles of discourse are illuminated in the books under discussion, with the intention not of
rejection but of transformation. New PhDs need to come to the arena ready for the challenges ahead. They
need to learn not only how to be chosen but how to choose their path.(19)
Books like Laments for the Lost and Philology and Its Histories speak of the struggles of the human mind to
make sense of the past and give expression to its wonders. The former speaks of them implicitly. The latter
shouts them from the rooftops. They not only create superb scholarship but also revise the rules of
engagement, consider the necessary limitations and the conditional freedoms inherent in our practice and
assert their position in the random, pluralistic, fragmented but equally inflexible academic world. They will
both tower over the humanities for many years, support new scholars, fight to be heard, and define and map
out the aims we share. Their editorship has ensured it.
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